
Church History Pt. II1

Medieval to the 21st Century

Stresses in Christendom2

Particular Western tensions between ‘Caesar’ and Church

Recap: ecclesial reform movements spill over into civil reforms and civil authority is made subject to the moral 
authority of the Church

Growth of mendicant orders signals another round of reform movements aimed less at secular authority 
grasping the spiritual and more the other way ‘round

Some reform movements turn dangerous and secular power is brought to bear, highlighting the imbalance 
more clearly

Luther & Reformation3

Luther starts off as a hyper-scrupulous Augustine monk who is (rightly) scandalized by the goings-on of 
avaricious and overly-secular clergy

What starts as a call to reform Church structures becomes a critique of the nature of the Church herself

Political powers in the Holy Roman Empire take the opportunity to use Luther to undermine imperial and 
ecclesial authority

Printing spreads reform ideas and Christendom splinters into Catholics, Lutherans, Calvinists, Huguenots, 
and Anglicans

Counter-Reformation & Council of Trent4

Two general responses to the Reformation:

Recognition that a number of the functional changes the reformers began calling for were legitimate

Attempt to firm up the borders of the Church doctrinally, ritually, and legally to ensure that people knew 
where the limits were so that they wouldn’t go beyond them



Attempt to firm up the borders of the Church doctrinally, ritually, and legally to ensure that people knew 
where the limits were so that they wouldn’t go beyond them

With theological ‘trench warfare’, the borders became clear, but that also solidified them and made dialogue 
much more difficult

Consequences distinct from East/West schism

Wars of Religion & Age of Missions5

Thirty Years’ War is sometimes simplistically called as part of the Wars of Religion

The splintering of Europe disrupts trade and free-movement and drives maritime powers to seek alternate 
routes and to cut out Silk Road middlemen

As trade and exploration ventures out, missionaries begin to spread out once again

Particularly in the light of Spanish conquests, the Church creates the Propaganda Fidei, the Congregation for 
the Propagation of the Faith

Enlightenment6

Three general trends in the era of ‘Enlightenment’:

Humanism

Rationalism

Secularism

Reaches its apotheosis in the French Revolution

Napoleon & Birth of Nation-States7

Complete reshaping of the map of Europe

Holy Roman Empire dissolved



e.g., “France” as a standalone concept rather than being ‘the land of the Franks’

A ‘solidification’ of the Church in many ways—and not always in good ways

Baroque Catholicism8

The image of the liturgy, theology, structure of the Church preserved in amber

No Ecumenical Councils for 300 years between Trent and Vatican I

19th/20th Century Pre-Vatican II Developments9

Historical & archeological discoveries shed new light on the ancient world and the early Church

Liturgical Movement

Vatican I

Neo-Scholasticism vs. Modernism

Vatican II and Latter 20th Century10

Council envisioned as not to address a particular error or problem (as with others), but an opportunity to 
survey the world about the Church and to describe the place of the Church in the midst of that world

Divergent approaches to implementation (often with little to no preparation or catechesis)

The ‘Liturgy Wars’ of the 1980s

Gradual consensus formed through the pontificate of John Paul II

21st Century11

Complete reshaping of the map of Europe

Holy Roman Empire dissolved

Growth of identity associated with a nation-state rather than a people or ruler



Gradual consensus formed through the pontificate of John Paul II

21st Century11

New Evangelization

Consensus refined…

…yet also shown to be perhaps not sustainable on the long-term


